GOA MEDIA BULLETIN

RECOVERY RATE 97.45%
RECOVERED PATIENTS 53737
RECOVERY IN LAST 24 HOURS 42

HOME ISOLATION
CUMULATIVE 29512
28 (NEW)

HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS
CUMULATIVE 15979
13 (NEW)

SAMPLES TESTED
CUMULATIVE 497806
1717 (NEW)

TEST PER MILLION
CUMULATIVE 341303

TOTAL CASES
CUMULATIVE 55143
70 (NEW)

DEATHS
CUMULATIVE 796
00 (NEW)

BREAKUP OF TOTAL 610 ACTIVE POSITIVE CASES

NORTH GOA  SOUTH GOA
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE BICHILOM 11 COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE CURCHOREM 11
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE SANKHALI 07 COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE CANACONAM 27
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE PERNEM 06 URBAN HEALTH CENTRE MARGAO 85
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE VALPOI 01 URBAN HEALTH CENTRE VASCO 32
URBAN HEALTH CENTRE MAPUSA 36 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE BALLI 10
URBAN HEALTH CENTRE PANAJI 57 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE CANSAULIM 26
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE ALDONA 09 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE CHINCHINIM 15
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE BETKI 04 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE CORTALIM 24
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE CANDOLIM 37 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE CURTORIM 09
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE CANSARVANEM 01 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE LOUTOLIM 18
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE COLOVALE 01 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE MARCAIM 00
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE CORLIM 10 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE QUEPEM 15
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE CHIMBEL 50 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE SANGUEM 05
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE SIOLIM 17 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE SHIRODA 03
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE PORVORIM 34 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE DHARIFANDORA 12
PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE MAYEM 00 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE PONDA 33
TRAVELLERS BY (ROAD,FLIGHT,TRAIN) 00 PRIMARY HEALTH CENTRE NAVELIM 04

BED CAPACITY IN COVID CARE CENTRES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISTRICT</th>
<th>TOTAL CAPACITY</th>
<th>CURRENT VACANCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NORTH</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>